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Section 1

1 Should governments try to influence population growth in their countries?

2 ‘A successful economy cannot be concerned with workers’ rights.’ Discuss.

3 What do you understand by ‘globalization’? To what extent is the process a positive development?

4 If life is sacred, should we ever kill anyone?

5 ‘People who under-achieve academically make no contribution to society.’ Do you agree?

Section 2

6 ‘No limits should be placed on medical research.’ Discuss.

7 How can natural disasters be avoided, or their effects, at least, reduced?

8 ‘Technology breeds laziness.’ What is your view?

9 ‘Science has removed our sense of mystery and wonder.’ How far do you agree?

10 ‘An education is incomplete without a sound understanding of mathematics.’ Do you agree?

Section 3

11 If a work of art shocks its audience, can it really be considered to be ‘art’?

12 ‘The media gives too much attention to people who do not deserve it.’ How far do you agree?

13 Do libraries still have a role to play in society?

14 ‘Young people waste too much of their leisure time.’ Discuss.

15 As long as we communicate, does it matter how we write or speak?


